Mammoth Army Warehouse, Nearly Half Mile Long

Government Accepts Plans of Fay, Spofford and
Thordiine for Building Which Will Have
Largest Street Level Area in Any Warehouse

MAY BE COMPLETED IN 9 MONTHS

Technology will be introduced to hasten the flow of supplies. The firm of Fay, Spofford and Thordiine, which has plans for the building, is currently working on the design.

The other plan, the one adopted, which was a compromise, was to build a temporary warehouse on the land near the former channel beyond the New York bridge.

A conference of two thousand men from Washington and Philadelphia and several groups from New York and Boston were held to discuss the future of the land. The entire plan was changed to include the construction of a large temporary warehouse on the land near the New York bridge.

The Princeton has also started a large number of secret covenants entered into by day one day per week. Colgate has over one hundred and forty thousand which meet every hour of the day.

The power, Spofford and Thordiine are now working on the design for this project, which is to be completed by 1919.

We are planning to have the building completed by 1919, and the entire project is expected to be completed by 1920.